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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which is the fastest way to ensure that new desktop icons align
into straight columns and rows?
A. Right-click Desktop and select Refresh.
B. Right-click Desktop, select Properties, and then click
Appearance.
C. Right-click Desktop, select View, and then clickAuto arrange
icons.
D. Right-click Taskbar, select Tile Vertically, and then click
Tile Horizontally.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following two options can you configure to avoid
iBGP full mesh? (Choose two.)
A. Route reflectors
B. Virtual peering
C. Confederations
D. Local preference
E. BGP NHT
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
The trick of a BGP Confederation is to divide an AS into
multiple AS's and assign the whole group to a single
confederation. Each AS alone has iBGP fully meshed. To the
outside world, the confederation appears to be a single AS. A
route reflector (RR) is a network routing component. It offers
an alternative to the logical full-mesh requirement of internal
border gateway protocol (IBGP). A RR acts as a local point for
IBGP sessions. The purpose of the RR is concentration.

NEW QUESTION: 3
If the Onboarding Planning Tool (OPT) generates warning and
error messages when it collects information about a user's mail
file, what do best practices recommend an administrator should
do before importing the user's mail file into the Onboarding
Transition Tool (OTT)?
A. Acknowledge all the errors and warnings.
B. Correct the issues that caused the errors to be indicated
and either acknowledge the warnings or correct the issues that
caused the warnings to be indicated, and then rescan to verify
there are no more errors and all warnings have been resolved or
acknowledged.
C. Correct all the issues and rescan to verify there are no
more warnings or errors indicated.
D. Correct the issues that caused the errors to be indicated
and rescan to verify there are no more errors indicated.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
$ &lt;DATABASE_ORACLE_HOME&gt;/0Patch/opatch apply 18031528
A.
B.
C.
D.

Option
Option
Option
Option

A
E
C
D

E. Option B
Answer: D
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